SIMPLIFY. STREAMLINE. SECURE.

IT Assessment &
Maturity Roadmap
Is it time for your IT health checkup?
If we’re being honest—few of us look forward to our
annual physical or dental cleanings... right? Many
neglect (or actively avoid) routine visits in favor of
a break/ﬁx approach to their health.
The problem—of course—with that mindset is that
by the time a problem is realized... it’s often too
late to correct course and in many cases requires
more drastic measures.
For SMBs—IT health cannot just be a passing (or optional)
reminder. The health and performance of your network and
systems is vital the overall success of your business. Tech debt
(aging systems), security gaps, and an incomplete view of IT will
all have an impact on your decision-making and have lasting
effects on your organization.
CAN YOU CONFIDENTLY ANSWER THE FOLLOWING?
➔ When was the last time critical system passwords were
changed?
➔ Are you leveraging multi-factor (MFA) to secure accounts?
➔ What is your Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Plan in
case of emergency?
➔ Do you have a complete breakdown of ALL devices on your
network? (Windows? Macs? Servers? Printers?)
➔ What would happen if your ﬁrewall went oﬄine?
➔ Are any of your mission-critical servers or sensitive
databases unprotected?
➔ Are all system and device software updates being installed
on a regular basis?

IT Assessment Beneﬁts
Identify IT strengths and
areas for improvement
Identify unknown IT risks
to develop mitigation
strategies & reduce risk
Aid in developing
technology & maturity
roadmap(s)
Highlight opportunities
for cost reduction or
optimization
Conﬁdence to take
iterative & compounding
steps toward IT maturity

If you answer “No” or
“I don’t know” to any
of these questions…
CONTINUE READING ➜

➔ What steps are you taking next and what systems will further
help you with data, insights, and innovation?
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YOUR IT HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

Setting Your Network &
Infrastructure Up For Success
Every organization is unique—each with its own
infrastructure, challenges, and goals. That’s why
we tailor each IT assessment and roadmap
project to your speciﬁc criteria and goals.
Our mission is to provide you with a complete
understanding of your IT foundation, so that we
can chart a path forward and conﬁdently take next
steps. That’s why we pair our IT Assessment and
IT Maturity Roadmap. Without both—you’ll either
be missing critical technology and security
insights OR expert guidance for improvement.

STEP 1: YOUR “CURRENT STATE”

Assessing Your Network For
Opportunities, Problems, & Risk
Our IT Assessment is designed to provide a
comprehensive overview and understanding of
your current infrastructure. It evaluates the
technology and solutions you have in place—and
how they support critical business functions.
During an assessment, we deploy a non-intrusive
network scanning tool to identify hardware,
devices, software status, and more—gathering
hundreds of data points to compile and build:
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

Comprehensive Network Map
Asset Summary (All Devices)
Software Status (Age Report)
Business Services & Applications
Security Vulnerabilities & Risk Report
And Much More…
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STEP 2: YOUR “FUTURE STATE”

CONFIDENCE.
RELIABILITY.
PERFORMANCE.

Mapping Next Steps: Aligning
Your IT & Business Goals
Now that we have a complete understanding of
your infrastructure as well as alignment on your
business priorities and goals—we will build a
customized 6–12 month roadmap for your critical
IT operations and improvement.
We’ll provide you with the technology guidance
and support to reach milestones that increasingly
contribute back to your bottom line and workforce
productivity. This frees up your internal resources
to focus on day-to-day tasks, relationship building,
and revenue growth.

Endpoint Security
Tools & Training
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New Systems &
Data Migration

Performance &
Security Updates

Fix Problems.
Ensure Stability.
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LET’S MAKE IT—PAIN FREE.

What Are You Waiting For?

60+ 5-Star Reviews

An in-depth analysis is the ﬁrst step towards
removing IT pain points, empowering your
workforce, and driving revenue growth.
We’ve helped hundreds of SMBs overcome IT
challenges and achieve their business and
revenue goals with our commitment to
unmatched “people-ﬁrst” IT services.
➔ CHECK OUT OUR REVIEWS

Have Questions? Let’s Talk.
Whatever your IT challenge—our network
engineers and security professionals can help
answer questions or begin mapping an IT game
plan to help you reach new heights.
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SCHEDULE A TIME ➜

+1 (954) 994-0822
thecompulab.com

